Dear CQI Users and Clients,

In response to COVID-19 and its impact and effects on the community, we are currently implementing restrictions to ensure the safety of our clients and faculty.

The Center for Quantitative Imaging is still open and operating, but with some changes to our sample drop off procedure. To minimize person to person contact, we have set up a location right outside of our lab doors for clients to drop off their samples for CT scanning. This drop off location will be in use during lab hours only, (Monday – Friday, 8 am – 5pm).

To reduce the amount of time that the samples are in the drop off box, it is very important that CQI faculty has close communications with our clients. We ask that our clients contact us via phone or email to confirm approximately what time we can expect the samples to be put in the drop off box. Following that, CQI staff will promptly respond to confirm that the samples have been retrieved and are now secured in the lab. If you are not able to utilize the drop off location, you can mail your samples directly to our lab. Below is the contact information, mailing address, and maps for the CQI faculty.

CQI Lab – 814-865-8406
CQI Lab Email – l-cqi-eesl@lists.psu.edu

Tim Stecko – 814-574-7434
Tim Stecko Email – tds104@psu.edu

Whitney Yetter – 717-994-9847
Whitney Yetter Email – wly5@psu.edu

Penn State University - Center for Quantitative Imaging
416 Academic Activities Building
University Park, PA 16802
Attn: Tim Stecko

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please feel free to contact us at CQI. Thank you for your understanding during this time.
Drop off location – Back of the building, directly beside the lab doors